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About 

Survey 100 college students about how group projects make them
feel and all 100 will have horror stories to tell. Miscommunication,
missed deadlines and messy partners all plague teamwork. 

However, once in a blue moon a group makes magic together. It was
only a few months ago that five last-semester college seniors sat in
Professor Shane’s Portfolio class. They were worried about the final
big project of their academic career and their future professional
careers. That project was not only a success, but it launched their
post-college careers. 

Claire, Jeffrey, Mariah, Maris and Olivia took the team they formed in
class and turned it into a company: 20/20 Visionaries PR. We chose
that name to: commemorate the year 2020, our first full year out of
college; emphasize our forward thinking vision; and because our
work is a perfect 100%. 

Here are just some of our capabilities and expertise areas: 

Writing

Audience
Research

Speech
Writing

Social Media

Community
Relations

Graphic
Design

Entertainment 

Hospitality

Government 
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Meet the 20/20 Visionaries Team

Originally from Florida, Claire moved to Washington, D.C. to attend American
University in 2015. Having recently graduated from the School of
Communication, Claire is thrilled to have the opportunity to work with the USO
and to begin her career with the 20/20 Visionaries team. With experience in
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, Claire has enjoyed putting her design skills to
the test with this project. 

Mariah Redfern, Entertainment Strategist 

Claire Ison, Creative Director 

Hailing from Easton, Massachusetts, Mariah specializes in social media
management, crisis communications and strategic research. Her
experience in the entertainment industry and nonprofit world allows her to
approach communications with a unique perspective that aims to increase
diversity initiatives in popular culture. 

Maris Laughton, Strategic Lead
Maris grew up in small-town Hudson, Massachusetts, and moved to
Washington, D.C. where she attended American University. She recently
graduated from the School of Communication with a degree in Public
Relations and Strategic Communication. She thrives in challenging situations
and is excited to start her career as part of the 20/20 Visionaries team.
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Jeffrey Guzman, Social Media Strategist
A true East Coaster, Jeffrey grew up in New York and moved to Washington,
D.C., to pursue degrees in Public Relations/Strategic Communication and
Sociology at American University. Prior to jumping aboard the 20/20
Visionary Team, Jeffrey’s professional experience has brought him into the
government and nonprofit sectors, where he has specialized in audience
research, community relations, event planning, social media and writing.

Olivia Salama, Media Relations Manager
Olivia recently graduated from American University, where she majored in
Public Relations and Strategic Communication. Originally from a small town
in New Jersey, she achieved her dream of going to school in Washington,
D.C. She specializes in social media, graphic design and editing. Olivia has a
background in nonprofit work, crisis communications and speech writing. 
 Olivia is very excited to start her career at 20/20 Visionaries PR and to have
the USO as her first client. 



Campaign Goals

Situational Analysis 
       Despite a non-partisan call to support service members, the USO has seen, as many
other military affiliated organizations, a growing disinterest from two audiences: millennials
and Generation Z. Although barriers to these younger audiences exist, our research shows
that both millennials and Generation Z's are generally willing to support the individuals that
make up the forces despite how they feel about the military. 
       In order to expand on the USO’s “Altruist” audience base, it will need to implement a
communications campaign that draws on values that are important to millennials and
Generation Z. Primary research from our team has revealed that these two groups value
ambition, diversity, and fairness. By embracing these values in a PR campaign, the USO
will be able to successfully expand “Altruists” to include millennials and Generation Z.
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Increase social media following on USO
Instagram & Twitter accounts over one year.

Increase number of USO volunteers (aged 13-
39) by 5,000 in one year.

Increase total hours volunteered at USO from
1.5 million to 2 million in one year.

Improve brand perception among millennials &
Generation Z by 15 percent in one year.

Improve brand recognition among millennials &
Generation Z by 15 percent in one year.

Achieve 500-800k social media impressions
and 800k-1M overall media impressions.

Increase Instagram following to 90k and
Twitter following to 165k followers. 



Research Insights - Street Interviews

Interviews were conducted at The
National Mall on Sat., March 24, 2019.
There were a total of 28 participants.
64 percent were women and 36 percent
were men. Participants belonged to
both millennials and Generation Z
groups.

Follow a nonprofit organization online:

Donated to a nonprofit within the last year:

Volunteered at a nonprofit within the last year:

Lack of money or time are why they don't engage more:

Were familiar with the USO:

Support the USO mission:

Can name a specific USO program:

seekin
g h

u
m
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s...
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Research Insights
Survey Results

Secondary Research
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Millennials with a personal connection to the military: 

Gen Zs with a personal connection to the military: 

We conducted a survey with 450
participants, 87 percent of
whom were millennials and
Generation Z. Most of our
participants were from
Washington, D.C., but our results
came from people across the
United States. 
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Audience Personas

Meet Abby
Abby is a 26-year-old working woman who lives in
Washington, D.C.
She has a bachelor’s degree from George Washington
University and currently works at a marketing agency.
She makes $45k per year.
Abby is unmarried but in a serious, romantic relationship,
and does not have any children.

Goal
Wants to support a nonprofit
organization that helps people find
affordable mental health services

Challenges
Has not been able to find a local
nonprofit organization that satisfies
her goal
Is already involved in several
nonprofits, so Abby feels she does
not have much time to volunteer or
support another one

How the USO can help
USO provides transition programs for service members,
which includes helping them find the appropriate
mental and physical health services

Common Objections
Abby only engages with nonprofit organizations that
have a mission or purpose she is passionate about; Abby
doesn't think the USO falls under her passions
Abby also does not have much family in the military so
she feels disconnected from it.
She does not understand exactly what the USO does or
how beneficial it can be to service members.

Elevator Pitch
In order to get Abby engaged with the USO, we need to show her that it is not interchangeable with
the US Armed Forces. 

To get Abby to engage with the USO, we must remind her that the USO benefits service members
by sending care packages, connecting families, providing concerts and events, and providing
transition programs. We also need to show Abby that the USO is benefiting real people. We can
provide testimonials or have service members who have benefitted from the USO on talk-shows
that Abby might watch. It is important to give the USO a more relatable and human feel so
civilians, like Abby, feel more connected to it.
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Audience Personas

Meet Jake
Jake is 18-years-old and an incoming freshman planning
to major in economics at Ohio State University.
He comes from an upper-middle class family.
He is not in a relationship but is planning to date in
college.
He has family in the military, but is not in the military
himself.
He plans to rush a fraternity. 

Goal
Would like to support nonprofits but
doesn’t know a lot about them. He would
like to support the veterans or another
military related organization.

Challenges
He is worried about money because as of
now he doesn’t have a consistent income.
He is also concerned about time constraints.
He doesn’t know how he is going to balance
his time between homework, greek life, and
a possible on-campus job.

How the USO can help
The USO does more than have lounges in
the airport and put on shows. It helps a lot of
military families connect with their loved
ones who are deployed.

He has family in the military. His dad hasn’t
been deployed in many years, but his little
brother Michael is considering joining the
army after he graduates and would like to be
deployed.
He needs to know the full extent of what the
USO does.

Common Objectives

Elevator Pitch
Jake needs to know that the USO offers help to service members and their families. For example,
he needs to know that they send care packages, set up baby showers and give computers to
current service members.

In order to convince Jake that the USO is a useful cause, he needs to know that this organization
is accessible to him. Collaborations with Instagram influencers and key partners in the
entertainment industry will allow the USO to connect with younger audiences. These measures
will do so by entering the USO into pop culture spheres, and encouraging two-way
communication with young people on platforms they regularly use. Jake also would be more
likely to engage with the USO if he assured that the time commitment is low.
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Strategic Approach
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Persuade millennials and Generation Z through 
personal interaction, online engagement and influencers 

that the USO’s mission aligns with their values of 
dedication, fairness and innovation. 

Therefore, they should follow and support the USO by
engaging with it online and volunteering.

THEY are just like YOU.
WE connect THEM to YOU.

"The USO helps the 
military keep us safe."

"Like you, the USO values 
fairness and diversity."

"Being part of the USO is 
patriotic and communal."

Messages



Tactic - Humans of New York

        Humans of New York (HONY) is a website and Instagram account that features photos of
people, accompanied by a quote from an interview with that person. Brandon Stanton, the
photographer and owner of the account, often does special partnerships that garner attention
for an organization. 
       We plan to have Stanton travel to USO centers and meet with military personnel. These
service members will tell a story about a time the USO has made a positive impact in their lives.
This partnership will include nine posts on the official HONY Instagram and website over the
course of two weeks. The USO will repost Stanton's posts, then continue these types of posts
on their own social media platforms using the same hashtags and format. It will be called it
“Humans of the USO."
        This tactic works as the launch pad for our new hashtag, #FacesoftheForces. 
 #FacesoftheForces will be a hashtag the USO continues to use throughout the campaign to
make their social media content more personal. It also will allow millennials and Generation Z to
engage with our media by posting photos with the hashtag.
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        Our research shows that millennials and Generation Z need a personal connection to
service members in order to get them to volunteer, donate or engage on social media with the
USO. This tactic checks all the boxes of motivators for young people to get involved. The
stories illuminate service people are "real people," showing a softer side to the military and
offering a personal connection to people they have never met. HONY has 8.9 million followers
on Instagram, so we know that Stanton is an influencer that people listen to.

What is it?

Why will it work?



Tactic - Queer Eye

       "Queer Eye" is a Netflix reboot that is making waves in popular culture and on social media.
This tactic will include nominating a military member transitioning back to civilian life to be
featured on an episode of Season 4 of “Queer Eye." The Fab Five will make over the individual
and also the USO center that is nearest to where he/she lives.      
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        Having the makeover focus more on the USO center than just the individual will allow us
to build on the storytelling aspect while also putting the USO in the spotlight. Not only does this
episode have the potential to delve deeper into what the USO does for families, but it also
connects to our research about a need to see the military align with values of diversity and
inclusion. Ideally, on the show the Fab Five would talk to the nominated person and others
about how the USO has benefited them, why people should care about it, and ways that
civilians can get involved. Through this method, our call to action is organic, and civilians will
feel encouraged, rather than forced, to engage with the USO.

What is it?

Why will it work?



Tactic - Carpool Karaoke

      This tactic will include partnering with "The Late Late Show" with James Corden to have a
Carpool Karaoke segment where military members in the car end up on a “detour” to a USO
center. Several more military members at USO centers all around the world will be present over
Skype. As the show goes, in the car the three military members and Corden will sing along to a
couple of songs by artists who have done a USO tour. Corden will also ask them questions
about the USO and what it has done for them personally. The episode will end with a call to
action and Corden providing the social media handles and website address to viewers.
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        This is a fun way to show the USO benefits to service members and their families:
connecting them when separated. It also shows the relatable side to the USO and military,
something that millennials and Generation Z’s don’t always see. We want Carpool Karaoke to
also illustrate the concrete ways in which the military and civilians are linked. When the
audience connects with the stories of service members, it will make them feel more inclined to
aid the USO.

Why will it work?

What is it?



Tactic - Marvel Partnership

        Scarlett Johansson, Chris Evans and many more have gone on USO Holiday Tours in
the past. Where 20/20 Visionaries PR wants to pivot to better reach our target audience would
be to build on that relationship by incorporating some of the newest stars of the franchise:
Tom Holland and Zendaya. This partnership would include social media interactions, branding
at a red carpet movie premier and interviews that would discuss how the USO helped
enhance the experience of those serving in the military. Using influencers from this franchise
would reinforce our call to action because they could successfully deliver our messages to
millennials and Generation Z.
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        Tom Holland plays Spiderman in the newest Marvel films, and Zendaya plays “MJ” his
love interest. Holland has over 3 million Twitter followers and almost 15 million on Instagram.
Zendaya has been a star in her own right as an actress that millennials and Generation Z
have seen on Disney Channel growing up. The actress has almost 15 million followers on
Twitter and she has just over 55 million Instagram followers. The promotion and release of
their newest film “Spider-Man: Far From Home” will boost their followers by the time the film
is released in July 2019. 
     The partnership benefits the USO because the brand gets more recognition in popular
culture, we allow fans of the actors to engage in two-way communication with us, and
ultimately our theme, "They're Just Like You" is highlighted by a superhero franchise
acknowledging the work that the USO does.

What is it?

Why will it work?



Tactic - Fortnite Partnership

        Even if you are not a gamer, there is a good chance you have heard of the phenomenon of
Fortnite, a video game that is sweeping the nation. This video game has 200 million registered
players, and parents can attest that Generation Z and millennials make up a heavy portion of
those players. If reaching younger target audiences is the goal, this game is a sure way to do so.
A USO partnership with Fortnite would increase brand awareness and encourage social media
engagement. 
     Fortnite players have the option to purchase cosmetics in the game called "skins." The skins
do not serve to enhance a player in any way. Players purchase these skins as a norm of the
culture in Fortnite, so many players look forward to seeing which new cosmetics they can
purchase. The USO can partner with Fortnite to create a USO themed skin for the game,
therefore attracting young people interested in representing their nation to the USO. In addition,
there will be a USO package which does provide enhancements for players. This will allows the
USO to stand out among other organizations that have Fortnite skins because theirs can actually
benefit players.
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      A portion of the sales from the skins and packages will come back to the USO; however, the
priority with this partnership would be to raise brand awareness so that millennials and
Generation Z have the USO in mind when they are considering nonprofits to support with time,
money, or other engagement. As millennials and Generation Z recognize the USO as an
organization designed to simply provide support to human beings, they will feel comfortable
embracing the bipartisan work that the USO does.

What is it?

Why will it work?



Tactic - School Scavenger Hunt

        This tactic involves organizing a scavenger hunt at schools across the country. Initially, the
hunts will hit 100 schools, two per state. We expect other schools will want to hop on after hearing
about the project. The appeal for school administrators is that the scavenger hunt not only
introduces students to the USO, but also to community service. Community service is one of the
core values schools instill in students. What’s better or more American than supporting the troops
who pledge allegiance to the same flag students pledge to every morning? 
     Military personnel will be present at the scavenger hunts to help facilitate the events. In our
scavenger hunt, “USO” marks the spot not “X”. The clues will feature USO’s logo as well as fun
facts about the USO. The grand prize at the end of the hunt will be a care package to assemble
and send to a service member. The events of the scavenger hunt will be photographed and
videotaped for use on our social platforms later, and the service member who receives the care
package will ideally send a thank you to the school that sent it or be featured on the USO's social
media. The scavenger hunt will generate engagement only online, as well as in local and national
media and news outlets.
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        Millennials and Generation Z expressed the need to engage with a brand in person in order
to follow them online or give the company money. Currently, the majority of Generation Z is still in
grade school. The school scavenger hunt will provide a way for young people to learn about the
USO early, and promote brand recognition and engagement when they grow older. 
        We believe schools will be inclined to participate in the scavenger hunt based on 1) the
learning opportunity the scavenger hunt will provide, and 2) the connection to local community
service opportunities for the students.

Why will it work?

What is it?



Collateral - News Release
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Collateral - Blog
You Put the “Us” in USO: Force Behind

the Forces

       President John F. Kennedy famously said in his inauguration
speech, “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what
you can do for your country.” These words have echoed
through history for more than 50 years and are a constant
reminder of what is at the cornerstone of American values.

       In calling ourselves the United States, we
acknowledged a bond and commitment to each other as
a people and as a nation. We express that commitment
every day in our acts of service towards each other.
       Service comes in many forms: helping your neighbor
shovel snow, tutoring your cousin in math, tipping the person
who hands you coffee every morning, or dog sitting for your
friend. Our teachers, police officers, EMT, firefighters and
public officials have made life-long careers out of public
service.
        What does service mean to you? To us, the United Service Organizations, it
means being the #ForceBehindtheForces. The Armed Forces of the United States
serve America by protecting our nation against harm. Many people in the world are
bonded by hate and they seek to dismantle or weaken our commitment to each other.
But the Armed Forces keep the nation secure and the USO stands behind them.

         The USO has a place for you. Our volunteer staff is a
family of more than 30,000 people of all ages and
backgrounds, who have come together to aid our servicemen
and women in their mission to spread peace and unity to the
rest of the world. Regardless of where in the world you are;
your color, creed or language, the USO believes in
embracing the unique perspective you’re armed with.
Together, it makes us stronger.
          With more than 200 remote stations throughout the world,
the USO reminds our service members abroad of home.
Through calls home to their families, entertainment tours
headlined by some of the biggest names in pop culture and care
packages, we care for the forces, so that they can care for you.
If you are committed to discipline, fairness, inclusion and
perseverance, you’ll find those values at the USO. You’ll find
a family to bond with here. Join us. Be the force behind the
forces.
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Collateral - Advertisement 
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This is an advertisement that would run on both Instagram and Snapchat. Users would
be able to swipe up and find more about the package. The items in the package would

have the USO logo on them. Then they would be able to purchase the package through
their game as Fortnite is primarily played on a gaming console. 



Collateral - Video

0:07 - “We’re on a mission to help the
USO find a package for the military. Can

you help us?”

0:13 - *internally scream*

0:03- Shot of the school
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The video is meant to portray what an actual school scavenger hunt would look like.
Students would collect items to make a care package for a service member. The video

would be put on Youtube and the link would be sent to the schools where the
scavenger hunt is occurring. The video would be shown to get kids excited for their own

scavenger hunt. Ideally kids would be able to see it and bring the USO to their school. The
video is considered owned media. 



Collateral - Video

0:30 - *looking high and low*

0:37 - *sweet sight of success*

0:41 - “The package will be where the kids
and athletes go to play”

0:52 - “Found it!” 
Time to send the package!
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Collateral - Social Media Posts
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Social Media Plan

Humans of New York (HONY) Collaboration (May-June 2019):

May 18: Campaign announcement nine days before HONY posts begin → break up the USO
logo into 9 parts (post one part per day) and tease the beginning of the campaign
May 24: Night before HONY posts highlight their page to let people know something special is
coming 
Ongoing: Have influencers post logo posts on their pages (Current/past partners will be
chosen such as Rachel Hollis) 
May 25: HONY begins posting pictures of individual service members along with their
narrative (for two weeks) 
May 25: Repost each HONY post (4 posts per week for two weeks)
On other days, post normal content but add #FacesOfTheForces on all posts for duration of
campaign to drive attention to the general campaign 
After HONY collaboration ends, continue posting service member picture and stories through
end of campaign (1-2 posts per week)
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Instagram

Advertise the HONY collab and use the hashtag #FacesOfTheForces

Twitter

Website
Campaign announcement 
Link to HONY posts or reposts on website

Queer Eye, Carpool Karaoke and Marvel Partnership:

Instagram
Announce episodes for Queer Eye and Carpool Karaoke 
Have Zendaya and Tom Holland make posts for the USO before and after the
movie premiere 

Twitter
Announce the episodes and answer questions about the shows   
Announce Marvel partnership

Website

Have links to the episodes and Marvel posts  



Social Media Plan

School Scavenger Hunt (Sept 2019-June 2020):

Scavenger Hunt videos: High schoolers on the hunt, notable quotes from the
conversation with students 
Link to volunteer opportunities #FacesOfTheForces

Promo video on USO page 
Examples of Scavenger Hunts across the country

USO + Fortnite (Nov 2019)

Game reaction video 
Fortnite collab video

Promo video starting September, 2019 of School Scavenger
Hunts (2 mins)

Youtube

Link to Youtube Collab
24

Launches with the beginning of school year
Incorporate scavenger hunts into Instagram Stories 
Posts could include: winners of the hunt, notable quotes from conversations afterward
or high schoolers volunteering after USO school visit 

Twitter

Instagram

Website

Youtube

Instagram
Announcement of game launch: hits stores on Black Friday
Announcement of Fortnite collaboration with 1 min screen
recording of what it looks like to play the game 
Tease the USO + Fortnite collaboration with a video of
USO service members doing Fortnite dance with students

Screen recording of the game 
Promo video

Twitter

Website



Timeline

May 18, 2019 - HONY collaboration starts

June 1, 2019 - HONY collaboration ends

June 2019 - Marvel partnership starts

June 20, 2019- USO centers get an early viewing of Spiderman: Far From Home

July 5, 2019- 'Spiderman: Far From Home' premieres. Zendaya and Tom Holland
make their posts about the USO

September 3, 2019- School scavenger hunt starts

November 2019- Fornite package is released 

February 3, 2020- Carpool Karaoke episode

February 16, 2020- Queer Eye episode is released 

June 2020- School scavenger hunt ends for the year
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Evaluation

Engagement

Attitude

Awareness

USO School Scavenger Hunt

Fortnite Partnership

Humans of New York

Humans of New York
Marvel Partnership

Queer Eye

Marvel Partnership

Marvel Partnership

#FacesoftheForces

USO School Scavenger Hunt

USO School Scavenger Hunt

Carpool Karaoke

Queer Eye
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Fortnite Partnership



Evaluation
Measurements throughout Campaign

Humans of New York

Use the software the USO already uses, Trackmaven, throughout the entire campaign

Track media trends and traditional media for USO placements following each tactic

Track #FacesoftheForces to evaluate engagement levels and conversation surrounding
the campaign and the USO

Track Instagram followers and engagement during the HONY partnership and three
months following

Track website traffic during the partnership and three months following

Track HONY posts related to USO

Begin tracking #FacesoftheForces on social media platforms

Queer Eye

Track Instagram and Twitter followers and engagement for three months following the
release of Queer Eye season 4

Track website traffic for three months following the release of Queer Eye season 4

Track any hashtags associated with both the USO and Queer Eye to see the conversation
around the episode

Track volunteer recruitment and volunteer hours after episode airs to see if call to action
was successful
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Evaluation
Carpool Karaoke

Track Instagram and Twitter followers for three months following the episode release

Track YouTube engagement with the episode posted by The Late Late Show and the USO

Track Instagram and Twitter followers and engagement during the Marvel partnership
and three months following the release of "Spiderman: Far From Home"

Marvel

Track website traffic during the partnership and three months following

Track volunteer recruitment and volunteer hours  during and after movie releases to see
if call to action was successful

Track website traffic for three months following the release

Fortnite

Track livestream videos on Fortnite that feature the USO package

Track how many USO packages are sold and reviews of the package

Track volunteer recruitment and volunteer hours after episode airs to see if call to action
was successful

Scavenger Hunt

Track volunteer recruitment and volunteer hours the year following the scavenger hunts

Conduct follow-up survey at every school one year following the scavenger hunt to test
brand awareness and perception
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